8 STEPS TO UNFOLD

FOLLOWSHIP AND ONBOARDING
FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN CULTURAL HERITAGE
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INTRODUCTION
This guidebook is an outcome of the Erasmus+ funded project “Cultural
Heritage for the Future” and is designed to help libraries engaging
communities and providing active citizenship in the work field of cultural
heritage.
It is written for library professionals in the roles of ”project organizers”,
coordinating cultural development through community engagement. It is
relevant for anyone who needs inspiration and principles to engage
communities in sharing their documents and stories with the public by
writing them down and publish them online, or who looks for guidance
on organizing local history activities, exhibitions, presentations and
discussions.
The guidebook unfolds 8 steps to create community followship and
onboarding. These steps are identified by summarizing the outcome of
local projects using the method “Discover, Learn and Share”, which
supports collaborative learning. Each step is supported by a case
underlining remarks from the participants. Moreover, the guide contains
useful tools for professional development.
The guidebook is not an ultimate targeted checklist to ensure concrete
outcome. It is more like a set of principles, which constitutes a tool for
reflection and guidance in the process of creating active citizenship.
The guidebook is written and edited by Mikkel Hartvig Haaning,
Head of Development & Communications, Herning Library (2019),
phone: +4522119334, mail: bibmhh@herning.dk

CULTURAL HERITAGE
FOR THE FUTURE
The guidebook supports the Intellectual Output 3: “Discover, Learn and Share
together with libraries” in the project “Cultural Heritage for the Future”.
Public libraries play an important role in the field of adult education and in the effort
of promoting cultural heritage. During this project, libraries and associated partners
from 5 European countries cooperate in the aim of using social and educational value
of European cultural heritage in order to motivate adults to become involved into
learning processes and share their experiences. Moreover, the project aims to
strengthen the competences of librarians as educators and engage libraries to share
international experience and create a network of professionals.
Participating partners are: Public Library of Hiiu Municipality (Estonia), Vilnius County
Public Library (Lithuania), Vaggeryd Public Library (Sweden), Herning Public Library
(Denmark) and Kranj Public Library (Slovenia).
Read more about the “Cultural Heritage for the Future” and be inspired by the
concrete partner activities and outputs from the project:
www.bendruomeniukrastotyra.lt.

CONCEPT

HAVE YOU EVER FOLDED A PAPER BOAT?
Like folding a paper boat only requires a single, blank piece of paper and an easy step-by-step
guide, all you need to create community followship and onboarding for cultural heritage
engagement is an open mind and good guidance. Follow the guiding steps to unfold the eight
principles to launch the future effort on your boat as its captain.
The 8 guiding steps follow the plan of folding a paper boat and put the reader
into the position as captain.
Both ”boat” and ”captain” seemed to be good metaphors serving for models for
guidance: The boat is something dynamic creating flow through natural movement in
changing oceans from one point to another. Likewise, the role as captain is something
that is played in relation with others and highly depends on the ability to provide good
leadership, cooperation, communication etc.
When it comes to community engagement in cultural affairs we need as libraries
sustainable boats as well as great captains in times of change to create collective
impact on the future journey to new horizons.

CONTEXT
CONDUCTING
KNOW HOW
TO MANAGE

COMPETENCES
KEEP FOCUS ON
RESSOURCES
COMMUNICATION
PROVIDE
UNDERSTANDING
Like the captain understands the importance of voyage planning, environment
COMMITMENT
GET PEOPLE
MOTIVATED

COLLABORATION
DO IT TOGETHER

analysis and keeping options open before moving on, you must also be open
minded and develop a complete plan from A to Z before making choices and act.
Do not be afraid of the blank paper, but see it as an opportunity to draw the lines
for your ideas and mapping your plan. This overview helps others to understand
your intentions and expectations and how they can contribute to the process in
the planning stages.

CLIMATE
CREATE THE
ENVIRONMENT
CLEARANCE
LOOK FOR
TRANSPARENCY

Are you ready?
Let’s start following the 8 steps
COMPLETION
FULLFILL
PROPERLY

PREPARATION
Get a blank piece of paper (A4 size)

1

CONDUCTING

Like the captain takes the lead, explores opportunities and makes conscious
choices to positively impact his crew, you must guide and help others in
what you are trying to achieve.
• See yourself as a role model providing followship and getting people on
board your projects by demonstrating leadership, tolerance, positive
attitude, responsibility etc.
• Remember you are the best ambassador for the library – a living
promotor, who underlines the library’s importance in the community on
all levels.
• As the captain knows his crew, you must know the target people and be
aware of the needs of the community.
• Be professional, assure political support and awareness, motivate
groups and partners to cooperate.
• Be aware of external expectations and embrace differences tolerantly
and openly. Get people on board before sailing out.
• Map partners who are interested in your activities and activate your
network. Notice that different partners have different needs.
CASE

STEP 1
Fold paper (A4 size) in half
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COMPETENCES

Like the captain makes sure that the staff is well trained and competent,
you must ensure that others have all the information, tools and resources
needed to perform their work and achieve goals.
•
•
•
•
•
•

CASE

Adopt a strength-based approach to people’s potential for performing
roles as valuable contributors, partners or co-workers.
Make it easy for people to check-in and share their stories. Suggest
some things that they can share about themselves and guide them
how to do it in practice.
Make a clear call-to-action by exemplification that inspires people to
share their stories.
Make a program that instills creativity and involvement.
Identify staff competences, ability and motivation.
Be realistic when it comes to managing time, finding the necessary
staff etc. Make participation valuable, not a burden; make sure that
the participants are motivated and feel they contribute competently.

STEP 2
Fold corners in
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COMMITMENT

Like the captain understands that the morale of all shipmates is vital, you must
also ensure that others are committed to contribute and motivated to
participate.
•
•
•
•
•
•

CASE

Develop community insight and establish understanding of people’s needs.
In particular, identify what moves and motivates others – logically,
emotionally and practically.
Care about participants’ thinking, feelings and need for concrete actions
as key factors of satisfaction.
Create an inspiring framework, where ideas can flourish and people are
allowed to play on different conditions.
Be creative, curious, find new things and formats that inspire others
to participate and make contributions.
Adopt an open approach and meet people in real life outside the library.
Motivate people where they are, show them you care and share
ideas with them
Make exhibitions out of ‘the office’ – use external activities as tools
to relate to others and create spaces for meetings and dialogues.

STEP 3
Fold along bottom on both sides
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CLEARANCE

Like the captain and his crew of a sailing ship needs crystal clear
purpose and clarity in the mission ahead, you must secure
predetermined definition of success or failure for the mission prior to
embarking on your journey with others.
•
•
•
•

CASE

Make clear goals from the beginning and create visibility into your
participants’ activities.
Make sure that people know what is expected of them (which is
beneficial to both the person and the library), providing them
with the direction, right roles, duties etc.
Make sure that dates, tasks and deadlines are clear.
Clarify how things will be different from now in the future and
how the future becomes a reality through initiatives linked
directly to participation.

STEP 4
Lift the middle and push the sides
together
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COMMUNICATION

Like the captain clearly communicates the great mission and transforms it by giving
simple orders to his crew, you must provide effective communication with others by
providing understanding, translation, common language and dialogue.

•
•
•
•

CASE

Communication is crucial! Communicate as much as possible to create attention
and understanding, interest, desire and will for action.
Often the best start on communicating is listening to others and seeking dialogue
instead of taking the floor and running your own agenda.
Design communication as an invitation with a call to participation.
Encourage people to share their stories, photos, experiences etc. and make
it easy and attractive to do so.
Help others see the need for participation through a bold opportunity
statement that communicates the importance of responding, seen
from both points of views – yours and theirs.

STEP 5
Fold the bottom points
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CLIMATE

Like the captain ensures the boat as workplace and supports a healthy work
environment, you must create a collaborative and positive work climate for
others, so they are willing to participate, be engaged and productive.
•
•
•
•
•

•

CASE

Be aware of providing consistency in the project group and support
each group member in the aim of feeling comfortable and motivated.
Be aware of time, process and financing, and secure balance between
these elements.
Understand relations and rules (formal and informal) and tune in on
expectations (expectations alignment).
Discuss goals in order to identify the real goals and provide a positive
work climate by combining personal goals and ambitions with the
objectives in your project and activities.
Provide accessibility (are there any obstacles?) and create transparency
in the effort of supporting a healthy work climate and personal growth.
Be aware of cultural differences and realize the different challenges
and different historical backgrounds.

STEP 6
Lift the middle and push
sides together
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COLLABORATION

Like a good captain understands that there are many important and
critical functions on board, you know very well that you cannot possibly
operate the boat alone.

•
•
•
•

CASE

Create teamwork and give each team member responsibility and
hereby an opportunity to cooperate.
Be aware of who you will have on board and how you get them
boarded safely.
Be specific in increasing the target group – this will make it easier to
find participants and get them to start.
Understand that in order for delegation to work:
You must select to whom you delegate wisely and then give
complete authority to those you delegate to in order to ensure they
can do their jobs and make the necessary decisions. They must act
swiftly if they see that management changes are necessary.

STEP 7
Pull apart the sides and shape
into a boat
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COMPLETION
STEP 8
A boat …

Like the captain navigates his boat to the harbor and successfully reaches
the destination, you must land projects with great results and satisfying
outcome and impact leading to future expeditions.

•

•

•
•

CASE

Make sure you get feedback on your effort during and after. For
instance, when you finish tasks, invite people to share their opinions
and share suggestions on how you can make the processes better and
improve your activities.
Asking for feedback often to make things better is a great way to
ensure you are doing the right thing in helping your community.
Do not leave the communities alone with their problems
– and do not expect the project to live a life of its own.
Keep on promoting the project and working with the community.

A

NAVIGATION TOOLS
COMMUNITY MAPPING
Community mapping is a useful tool to identify and understand your
neighborhood. It shows the local capacity, structure and potential,
so you can narrow your scope to the task at hand. Your challenge as
organizer is to connect the interest of the community with your
business. Only if the community sees the library as relevant and in
their interest, you can depend on available local resources.

Private
business

Influencers

What defines and shapes your community?
• Culture and language
• Public institutions and agencies
• Private business
• Shared stories, history and traditions
• Community groups, organizations and associations
• Informal networks
What does your community look like? What does it face?
• Demographics: Age, income, family status
• Socio-economic: Public service funding, community infrastructure, health, socio-cultural conditions etc.

Media

Politicians

Library
Community
groups

•
•
•
•

Networks

Identify capacity: resources and assets
Analysis: challenges and problems
Determine interest
Identify relationships with others

Public
institutions

B

NAVIGATION TOOLS
DISCOVER , LEARN & SHARE
Discover, Learn & Share (DLS) is a method using experimental
learning as pedagogical approach. It is inspired by David Kolb,
who invented the ELT theory and a learning cycle in four
stages (experiencing, reflecting, thinking and acting) in his aim
of finding new ways to improve adult learning.
DLS uses Kolb’s principles in a three-phased model, built on
the idea that we will learn through discovery and experience:
•

•
•

DISCOVER: Begin with a concrete experience. It could be
something from the past, or doing something new. Then,
step back from the case and reflect as an observer upon
what has been done.
LEARN: After discovering concrete experience, identify
your learning outcome. Which value is observed, and how
can the outcome be used further.
SHARE: Communicate your results to others and get
feedback, which gains potential for re-starting the
process.

SHARE

DISCOVER

LEARN

C

NAVIGATION TOOLS
THE MIC TRIANGLE

IMPACT
Outcome, effect, value,

high

high

low

low

The MIC triangle shows how community engagement depends
on the relations between community impact, capacity and
motivation. One side of the MIC triangle cannot change
without affecting one or both of the others.

Take the case of a library project with high ambitions on
collective impact. The expected outcome must be supported
by high motivation and capacity or at least extremely high
level in one of these two categories. In this case the library has
to compare abstract ambitions with concrete potential and
create a sustainable match between vision and reality.
Moreover, the library can begin taking actions on how to
increase motivation or capacity in strengthening the
possibilities.
(MIC: © Mikkel Hartvig Haaning, Herning Public Libraries)

MOTIVATION
Logical, emotional, opportunities, rewards,
challenges, encouragement, goals, urgency

CAPACITY
Competences, experience, tools,
resources

D

NAVIGATION TOOLS
CVA MODEL – TARGETED COMMUNICATION

HEAD (VISIONS)

The CVA model is a facilitation model, that provides understanding of
how individuals create, coordinate and manage meanings in their
process of communication. By analyzing meanings on different levels
of a person and how these levels links to each other or not, we are
able to understand the meaning-making process and how
information is absorbed, and by this we can improve the
communication process.

INTELLECTUAL HARMONY

•
•
•

FEELINGS, VALUES & DESIRE

CONCERNS: Emotional investment, feelings, values, desire
VISIONS: Intellectual harmony, knowledge and rational thinking
ACTIONS: Behavioral effort, actions and doings

KNOWLEDGE & RATIONAL THINKING
HEART (CONCERNS)
EMOTIONAL INVESTMENT

HANDS / LEGS (ACTIONS)
BEHAVIOURAL EFFORT
ACTIONS
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NAVIGATION TOOLS
6 FACTORS THAT MOTIVATE AND RETAIN VOLUNTEERS
Watch the 6 videos on the right to get inspiration and knowledge
on how to motivate and retain volunteers in library business.

CONDUCTING

ON TOUR IN HISTORY
Conducting is the key

“On tour in history” was a course for active seniors over 60 and part of the
project “Keep your brain healthy”, which translates documented research on
healthy aging into specific activities, combining history, culture and nature.
The course took place over 15 Thursdays, where the 30 participants visited
historic places in the city of Herning and its surroundings – starting with a tour of
the Renaissance, then passing through the most important parts of the area’s
textile history, ending in the future of Herning. The project was a great success;
friendships were formed, and the archive had many new ambassadors as well as
a couple of new volunteers. Each time, good stories were shared over the coffee
at the end of the visit.
Herning Public Library was the organizer in close collaboration with museums,
Herning Municipality and a large number of voluntary organizations. With many
different partners and stakeholders, a great variety of activities and a lot of
participants the project demanded quite a lot of staff resources – and very good
conducting skills.
The Local History Archive, Herning Library

RETURN

COMPETENCES

LIFE-LONG LEARNING FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Developing a competence framework inside-out

In the project “Life-long Learning for Senior Citizens” Kranj City Library showed how one by advantage
can make use of project activities to support professional development. The library was following
partner in the international project “The Grundtvig partnership Lifelong learning for senior citizens
(LL4S)” in cooperation with Bulgaria, UK, Italy, Spain and Denmark.
On local basis, Kranj City Library offered reading meetings about literature and cultural heritage for the
elderly at the Kranj Retirement Home and established the Modrina Reading Group. Moreover, best
practice concepts were shared with other institutions in Slovenia and seminars for library professionals
were held in the aim of developing skills for organizing activities for the elderly. The response was
amazing, as 81 participants attended the seminar. Later, activities were expanded to neighboring towns
and communities and volunteers were invited to participate and trained over a year to lead local
reading groups. The training was successfully completed by 23 participants of different ages and
profiles: students of librarianship, comparative literature, art history; unemployed, employed in cultural
and other non-cultural institutions and seniors with different educational profiles.
In this case, the project added professional development by educating both library professionals as well
as volunteers.
Kranj City Library, Slovenia

RETURN

COMMUNICATION

GORENJSKA DURING
THE FIRST WORLD WAR 1914-1918
Communication as a catalyst for collecting memories
This project represents a story of successful community communication with the aim
of recovering social memory of the First World War. The library invited people to
share memories (stories, objects, photos etc.) related to the First World War. The
topic and format showed to be inspiring in public, as private collectors and citizens in
general were extremely willing to open long-held personal archives and share their
materials. The memories were communicated into visible and sustainable formats
and shared with the community – web pages, exhibitions of the collected
photographs, presentations of diaries and objects, guided tours, literary evenings –
presenting poems, short prose, plays and memoirs by Slovenian authors describing
suffering during the war, and an exhibition of a series of paintings related to the war.
The strong communication supported building up local identities and strengthening
of local and civil society.
Kranj City Library, Slovenia

RETURN

COMMITMENT

VINGROT: SEE THE STORY WITH NEW EYES
Motivating new groups through new technology
In the project VingRot, Vaggeryd Public Library in cooperation with a military museum and
youth centers encourages people to discover local history through the creation of short films
with a 360 camera and working with 360 films and VR technology in different ways.
The idea is to make more people interested in local history through the new technology and to
spread the knowledge of local historical places, stories and events to more people in and
outside the municipality.
The 360 film and VR technology give the stories told by old local people life and make them
appealing to younger audiences. With the helmet and headphones on, you feel like you are in
the movie and visiting the places where the movies take place. The important part is not the
films themselves, but to learn about local history through filming.

Vaggeryd Public Library, Sweden

RETURN

COLLABORATION

THE UNWRITTEN STORIES OF VILNIUS
REGION: TEA-TABLE CONVERSATIONS
Co-creation and collaboration as attractors

In this project the library invited local senior citizens with interest in history and
cultural heritage for Tea-table conversations. An event in which cozy conversations
next to a cup of tea where organized in cooperation with The University of Third
Age and local storytellers, who shared their stories about the people of Vilnius
County and local history as a mandate for dialogue and sharing stories from
personal perspectives. The Tea-table conversations showed the importance of
cooperating with others, of co-creation and of creating an interesting and safe
environment that motivates people to participate.
Vilnius County Adomas Mickevičius Public Library. Vilnius. Lithuania

RETURN

COLLABORATION

INVOLVING LOCAL PEOPLE IN A HISTORY
OF THE HOME
Value through collaboration
The Public Library of Hiiu Municipality has involved local people in recording a history of the
home in memories, pictures and writing.
The on-going project consists of collecting material and making a number of joint events, for
instance presentations of different local traditional celebrations, exhibitions (Grandmother’s
zoo with crochet toys, local handicraft etc.), poetry readings, excursions and a local food day
where the food was tasted and recipes distributed.
The project demands cooperation between different individuals and organiszations, it involves
different groups of the populations in joint activities and integrates different generations. It
shows how important it is to involve local people in library activities, especially the elderly, who
have a long history of life and knowledge about the past and home history, which will otherwise
be lost. At the same time, the library meets the cultural needs of different groups of the
population and thus improves their quality of life. People feel valued.

Public Library of Hiiu Municipality, Estonia

RETURN

CLIMATE

LOOKING AROUND VILNIUS
Creating the right climate
By inventing the board game “Looking around Vilnius”, the public library in
Vilnius used gamification as an approach tool for promoting the history of
Vilnius to children and young people.

The board game offered teachers a great narrative tool to create dialogue
with pupils and encourage them to study, visit historical locations and
discuss the cultural heritage of Vilnius with their families and generate
personal stories of the past.
The format as a game provided a good climate for dialogue that involved
and created interaction between the participants as gameplayers and the
teachers as gamemasters. In a way, that was fun, social, innovative and of
historical interest.
Vilnius County Adomas Mickevičius Public Library. Vilnius. Lithuania
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CLEARANCE

THE SPACE FOR LOCAL MEMORY
A clearly laid out course, consistency and clear tasks
The purpose of The Space for Local Memory at the Public Library of Hiiu Municipality is to collect
literature related to Hiiumaa and make a number of different local newspapers available to the public.
The Space for Local Memory offers books published by Hiiumaa authors, tourism publications and
other material. Tagging, recording and the making of entries is done regularly by all of the staff.
Books and other materials are easy to find in the room, as the entire database is organized on shelves
by topic. The library’s home history database is accessible to everybody. It is particularly useful for
students looking for different materials for school research, as well as for local history researchers
who produce various publications on the history of Hiiumaa. The future goal is to digitize all
newspapers so that the desired material can be used outside the library, and the worn-out
newspapers are saved for posterity.
The maintenance of The Space for Local Memory requires discipline, correct keywording, consistency
and that all members of the staff has a clear understanding of the task.
Public Library of Hiiu Municipality, Estonia
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COMPLETION

THE “MY LIFE” WEBSITE
Follow through to completion
Herning Local History Archive and Herning Public Library has created “My life”, a website
encouraging people to write down their memoirs or selected memories from their lives. The
stories will be published on the site www.herninghistorie.dk.
The aim of the website is to collect stories from ordinary people. The history of everyday life is
an important new approach that complements formal academic research and the well-known
life stories of local celebrities, and many older people are like ‘private curators’ of interesting
local stories that would never find a place in official history. If not collected now, they will be
lost.
When the website was launched in the autumn of 2019 at a large event, many people were
interested. Unfortunately, nobody has shared their stories on the site so far. To accommodate
this, a number of writing workshops will be held in the beginning of 2020, guiding people how
to use the website and writing their stories. The site will continuously be advertised both in the
press and online, and the archive’s network of volunteers will be activated in order to keep the
website alive and kicking.
The Local History Archive, Herning Library

RETURN

